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Milestones For Growth

Market Knowledge & Process: How many homes sell in your marketplace every year? What % market share 

do you need? How do you prospect? Knowing what to do to list and reduce days on market to 30 or fewer. 

Personal fitness so you can handle more with less before putting on an assistant.

Listing Presentation & Handling Objections: Knowing how to list, including finding out client needs and 

pitching specifically to their desires. A process for your situation, selecting an agent, method of sale, selling 

marketing, delivering price, fee and the close. Ability to sufficiently handle delay tactics in prospecting and 

objections around why you, method, marketing, pricing and fee.

Listing Lead Source Focus & Customer Experience: Knowing where your customers hang out before they 

need you, how to prospect to get results and generate referrals.

Systems -  Listing, Prospecting & Clearance: Diary, Database / CRM, phone, people, process visuals and 

workflow. Teachable processes around listing, prospecting and clearance.

People: Selecting the very best talent for the role, from administrative assistants to prospecting and listing 

junior agents. People management skills around workflow, getting things done, and knowing that they’re 

done. Human performance leadership.

Icon: Your industry reputation. You are well known for being an incredible agent, mentor and leader of the 

pack. Sustainable growth year on year.

When do you put on an assistant? 3 months in a row, 3 sales/month, minimum $30,000 in fees/
month.  Second assistant, 3 months in a row, 6 sales/month, minimum of $60,000 in fees/month.                     
Third assistant, 3 months in a row, 9 sales/month, minimum of $100,000 in fees/month.
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Assumption - $10,000 as your average fee.

Level 3: > 60 up to 100 + transactions 
per year $1m plus

Level 2: > 30 up to 60 transactions
per year $600k plus

Level 1: 0 to 30 transactions
per year < $300k 

Level 4: 130 + transactions
per year $2m plus
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